
UMSKIPTINGAR takes you to the mystical landscapes 
of Iceland, where elves and hidden people live amongst 
us. Each piece is a portal to a hidden world, where fanta-
sy and reality converge in a dance of light and shadow. 
Elves and hidden people are a big part of icelandic folk-
lore and culture. Growing up I would hear warning sto-
ries about the elves that would keep children away from 
being michevious.Using drape and Icelandic landscape 
and nature to inform my silhouette. Elves are percieved 
as guardians of the land, living in the rugged often harsh 
Icelandic terrain. The dark elves in my collection have 
sturdy, dark silhouettes while the light elves have softer 
and lighter silhouette. Fabric selection was very impor-
tant and experimenation with different textures like fur 
and latex to evoke the essence of nature, like mountains 
and lava, has led me to unexpected outcomes. While 
doing my textiles I like to be in the moment and see what 
happens leaving no piece to be completely the same. 
This collection is to celebrate these beings while apprea-
ciating the nature they live in and getting a idea of what 
the elves would look like if I could see them.
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While doing roadwork, workers have 
been forced to move large rocks to 
not disturb the elves



Silhouette inspiration



Design
Deveopement



To get my silhouettes I draped and took that into Clo3d to get my 
patterns



Experimenting with latex on deadstock 
knit to be able to shape and manipulate 
the knit to the body



Latex on deadstock linen







Latex on deadstock yarn and fur





Una álfkona

Ásgrímur Jónsson was known for his great paintings of the elves 
and hidden people. He was the first person to showcase these 
mysterious beings that had lived for many years in everyones 
imagination.

Fabric and texture is very important for my collection. The 
elves and hidden people are percieved as guardians of the 
landscape of Iceland and are very respectfull of the nature. 
This is incorporated in my collection by using deadstock fab-
ric and yarn mixed with latex.



Hot glue and latex on upcycled, unwanted boots to make intersting texture and feel



Line up



Range plan


